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Traditional quantum communication assumes that particles are transmitted from a sender to
a receiver in well-defined trajectories. In spite of this, trajectories can be used as a quantum
control to govern the order of different noisy communication channels, and such a control has
been shown to enable the transmission of information even when standard quantum communication
protocols fail. This result has motivated further investigations on the role of the superposition of
trajectories in enhancing communication, which revealed that the use of quantum-control of parallel
communication channels, or of channels in series with quantum-controlled operations can also lead to
communication advantages. Building upon these findings, here we experimentally compare different
ways in which two trajectories through a pair of noisy channels can be superposed. We observe
that, within the framework of quantum interferometry, the use of channels in series with quantum-
controlled operations generally yields the largest advantages. Our results contribute to clarify the
nature of these advantages in experimental quantum-optical scenarios, and showcase the benefit of
an extension of the quantum communication paradigm in which both the information exchanged
and the trajectory of the information carriers are quantum.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to establish secure communication linkages
is of paramount importance in any information technol-
ogy. Quantum cryptography protocols [1, 2] achieve this
in a stunning way, enabling a sender and receiver to
communicate securely even in the presence of an eaves-
dropper with unlimited computational power. The cru-
cial ingredient for this feat is the availability of reliable
transmission lines for quantum particles. In this frame-
work, any noisy processes affecting the transmission are
attributed to the presence of an eavesdropper, and when
the noise exceeds a given threshold, the security of the
communication is considered compromised. For this rea-
son, the mitigation of any noise arising from faulty trans-
mission lines is an integral part of the efforts to enable
secure communication.

All traditional quantum cryptography protocols en-
code information in quantum states, yet they treat the
propagation of information carriers as classical. Nev-
ertheless, the information carriers can propagate along
non-classical trajectories, experiencing a coherent super-

position of alternative quantum evolutions [3, 4]. Taking
advantage of this fact, Gisin et al. [5] realized that quan-
tum superpositions of trajectories can be harnessed to
reduce the noise induced by a pair of noisy communi-
cation channels. Therein, it was shown that when the
quantum information carriers are sent through two noisy
channels in a quantum superposition of trajectories, in-
terference between the two resulting noisy processes can
sometimes lead to partial cancellation of the noise via
post-selection.

Recently, interest in this discovery has been revived by
studies emerging from quantum foundations. In partic-
ular, it was shown that the superposition of trajectories
can generate setups where the order of different channels
is in a quantum superposition. These setups produce
the same output as a higher-order operation called the
quantum switch [6, 7], which takes two quantum chan-
nels as input and combines them in a quantum-controlled
order. The quantum switch is an instance of a causally-
indefinite process; such processes are currently the target
of wide-ranging research both for fundamental reasons
[8–10], and for their potential to provide advantages in
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quantum computation [7, 11–17], quantum communica-
tion complexity [15, 18–20], and quantum metrology [20].
Moreover, the particular class of causally-indefinite pro-
cesses based on the superposition of alternative orders
can be probed via current experimental technologies, as
has been recently done by encoding information in vari-
ous degrees of freedom of single photons [17, 21–27].

It was further proposed [28–36] and, in some cases,
experimentally shown [25, 37], that the quantum switch
can also reduce noise in classical and quantum communi-
cation. These results stimulated an exploration of quan-
tum communication networks in a coherent superposition
of alternative configurations, including quantum-control
of parallel noisy channels [38–40], and channels in series
with quantum-controlled operations [41].

There are many different ways one can imagine super-
posing the trajectory of a quantum particle through a
set of communication channels, each requiring different
resources and achieving different advantages. On the one
hand, this suggests the need for a thorough information-
theoretic understanding of the resources in play, and a
unified description of such protocols. One such approach
is presented in Refs. [31, 39]. On the other hand, this can
be viewed as an experimental task, wherein one wishes
to classify and quantify implementation-based resources
required for the realization of various types of superposi-
tions and their corresponding advantages.

We take the experimental approach here, focusing
on three different types of superpositions of trajecto-
ries which have been identified in the literature, namely,
quantum-control of parallel channels (Fig. 1a)), channels
in series with quantum-controlled operations (Fig. 1b)),
and quantum-control of channel order (Fig. 1c)). The
common resource for the noise reduction in all the three
schemes considered is the establishment of a coupling
between the trajectories of the information carriers and
the degree of freedom on which the noise acts. We ex-
perimentally apply these three schemes to various noise
models. This enables us to examine the utility and
trade-offs of these different types of superpositions in the
goal of communicating through a pair of noisy channels.
In particular, in order to perform a comparative analy-
sis of the performance of the three types of superposi-
tions, we measure the coherent information (which is a
lower bound for the quantum channel capacity) in the
presence of XY, bit-flip, phase-flip and BB84-channels.
We show that, within the paradigm of quantum inter-
ferometry, the use of channels in series with quantum-
controlled operations generally outperforms or equals the
other schemes in all the noise models which we consider.
While here we study the three schemes individually in
order to focus on the source of the coupling between the
trajectory and the degree of freedom on which the noise
acts, one could of course also combine the different types
of superpositions (and, for instance, insert quantum-
controlled operations also in the other two schemes),
yielding different—potentially larger—advantages from
those presented here.

NOISY CHANNEL 2

NOISY CHANNEL 1

SENDER RECEIVER

SENDER RECEIVER

NOISY CHANNEL 1 NOISY CHANNEL 2
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b)

SENDER RECEIVER
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U 1
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U 2
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FIG. 1: Combining two channels in a superposition
of trajectories. A sender and a receiver communicate un-
der the restriction that the information carrier must cross at
least one noisy region. a) Quantum-Control of Parallel
Channels. A quantum particle is placed in a quantum super-
position of two trajectories, each branch containing a single
noisy channel. b) Channels in Series with Quantum-
Controlled Operations. Each of the branches of the su-
perposition passes through the noisy channels in the same
order, but different unitary operations are applied locally in
each branch. c) Quantum-Control of Channel Order.
The information carriers are routed through the two channels
in different orders. This setup can achieve a genuinely indef-
inite order of the two channels. d) Classical Trajectories.
Throughout this article, we will compare the three quantum
superpositions of channels above to classical trajectories. In
this regard, if one has access to classical-like trajectories only,
one can send the photon through one or the another noisy
regions with probabilities q and 1− q.
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion II introduces the three different architectures for
the quantum superpositions of trajectories through two
noisy channels, and summarizes their performance when
applied to a simple noise model. Section III reviews the
key figures of merit that we use to quantify the perfor-
mance of our experimental quantum channels, i.e., the
quantum capacity and the coherent information. Section
IV outlines our experiments, and Section V presents the
corresponding results. Finally, Section VI concludes.

II. QUANTUM SUPERPOSITIONS OF
TRAJECTORIES

For simplicity, we will focus on two communication
channels and two trajectories, as this already captures
the key features of the general idea.

All experiments hereafter discussed were performed us-
ing single photons, where the trajectory is naturally de-
fined by the photon’s path. Quantum information is ini-
tially encoded in one of the internal degrees of freedom
of the particle; in our case, in its polarization. Then, us-
ing linear optical elements, it is relatively easy to place
a photon in a superposition of trajectories [21–24]. We
will further consider, as does related work, that the noise
acts only on the internal degree of freedom (DOF).

To introduce the basic idea, we will start by consid-
ering a particular noise model, which was studied for
quantum-controlled orders in [30]. Given some single-
qubit input state ρ encoded in the internal DOF, the
noisy process C either applies a Pauli-X or -Y operation
to the internal state with equal probability:

CEB(ρ) =
1

2
XρX +

1

2
Y ρY. (1)

If the input to this process is a pure state |ψ〉I = α |0〉I +
β |1〉I (where the subscript I denotes the internal DOF),
the output is, in general, a mixed state, with all coherence
in the computational basis extinguished:

CEB(|ψ〉I 〈ψ|I) =

(
|β|2 0

0 |α|2
)
. (2)

This channel is an example of a so-called ‘entanglement-
breaking’ (EB) channel, and, as such, it cannot be used
to transmit any quantum information. One might, of
course, still employ it to transmit classical information
in the computational basis.

In a standard quantum communication scenario with
a single trajectory, information, which is taken to be
encoded in an internal DOF of an information carrier,
must often propagate through multiple channels. De-
pending on the physical implementation, the channels
can be linked together in different manners. With two
channels and classical-like trajectories, the channels can
either be put in series, or in a classical mixture of the
two (depicted in Fig. 1d))—more complex combinations

can also be realized, but they all perform strictly worse
than a classical mixture. If two copies of the channel
of Eq. (1) are put in series, the result is a maximally-
dephasing channel C(ρ) = 1

2ρ + 1
2ZρZ, where Z is the

Pauli-Z matrix. This also destroys all coherence in the
computational basis, and cannot transmit any quantum
information. Similarly, placing two of these channels in
a classical mixture will not allow the transmission of any
quantum information.

In a typical single-trajectory quantum communication
scenario, it can be shown that, if each channel is un-
able to transmit quantum information (i.e., its quantum
capacity—to be defined later—is zero), then any combi-
nations of the two channels should also result in a zero
capacity channel. This is known as a bottleneck inequal-
ity [42]. In the following subsections, we will show that
this is not the case when the trajectories are superposed
in a quantum fashion. Thus, the bottleneck inequality
does not directly apply to communication scenarios with
quantum trajectories [29, 41].

A. Quantum-Control of Parallel Channels

The first layout that we consider uses a quantum super-
position of configurations where two channels are placed
in parallel, and their use is controlled by a quantum
system, as illustrated in Fig. 1a). This was originally
introduced for error filtration [5], and it was more re-
cently reviewed in the general framework of communica-
tion through superposed channels in Refs. [38, 39]. In this
scheme, different independent noisy channels are placed
in each branch of the superposition. In Ref. [5], it was
shown that by performing a measurement on the trajec-
tory in a suitable basis, and then post-selecting, one can
non-deterministically filter out errors in the communica-
tion channel. We will now consider an initial pure state
encoded in the internal DOF |ψ〉I = α |0〉I + β |1〉I, in-
dependent noisy channels realised by applying a Pauli-X
and -Y with equal probabilities—as described previously
and resulting in Eq. (1)— and two trajectories in an equal

superposition |+〉T =
(
|0〉T + |1〉T

)
/
√

2 (where T refers
to the trajectory DOF). It is then straightforward to cal-
culate the output (the full calculation is presented in Sec-
tion VII A), and to observe that performing a measure-
ment on the trajectory DOF in the {|+〉T , |−〉T} basis,

and finding |−〉T =
(
|0〉T − |1〉T

)
/
√

2 leaves the internal
DOF in the pure state:

β |0〉I − iα |1〉I , (3)

which can be unitarily rotated back to |ψ〉I. On the other
hand, when the trajectory state is found to be |+〉T, the
output state is partially mixed:(

|β|2 −iα∗β/3
iαβ∗/3 |α|2

)
. (4)

This output state has a reduced purity, but it still main-
tains some coherence. Although this is not necessar-
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ily the optimal measurement strategy or the best noise
model to showcase this scheme, it illustrates that a
quantum-controlled superposition of noisy channels al-
lows some coherence to reach the receiver. Hence, the
sender and the receiver can communicate some quantum
information. We will quantify the amount of quantum
information precisely in Section IV. Communication ad-
vantages in this case have been attributed to the ability
to quantum coherently control which channel to use [38].

This type of architecture is relatively easy to imagine
deploying in practice. Most modern quantum communi-
cation takes place via optical fibers. As is often the case,
these fibers can be noisy, resulting in a reduced ability
to transmit information. Since a photon can easily be
sent through a superposition of two (or more) fibers, the
use of such parallel architectures could already improve
security in existing communication networks.

B. Channels in Series with Quantum-Controlled
Operations

At first glance, placing two noisy communication chan-
nels in series may not seem to be a promising solution to
mitigate the noise they produce. However, by letting
them be traversed by two trajectories in a superposition
and by allowing different operations in each branch of the
superposition, a significant noise reduction can in fact be
accomplished. This channel architecture is presented in
Fig. 1b). In each branch, the channels 1 and 2 are placed
in the same order, and different unitary operations may
be inserted. (Such unitary operations are labeled as U1,
U2 and U3 in Fig. 1b). In principle, however, more op-
erations could be inserted along the trajectories). This
scheme was originally presented in Ref. [41], where it was
referred to as a ‘superposition of direct pure processes’.

Let us now consider the action of the superposition of
trajectories in series with the noise model of Eq. (1), set-
ting, following the notation of Fig. 1b), U1 = Y , U2 = I,
U3 = I (I being the identity operator). We will again
consider the initial state of the system to be |ψ〉I |+〉T.
This time, we will imagine performing a measurement in
the computational basis on the qubit stored in the in-
ternal DOF. As we show in Section VII A, finding the
internal qubit in |0〉I projects the trajectory state into
|ψ〉T, while finding it in |1〉I projects the trajectory state
into X |ψ〉T. Hence, this superposition of trajectories
perfectly filters out the noise arising from the noisy chan-
nels.

It is easy to imagine the implementation of this scheme
in a real-world scenario. The two paths (e.g., optical
fibers) are simply sent through a few noisy transmission
channels in series. (For the scheme to work, the action
of each noisy channel must be correlated along the differ-
ent paths.) Since the two paths are physically distinct,
the different unitary operations can easily be applied in
each branch of the superposition independently. Such
operations can be performed with simple linear optical

elements, or even directly using calibrated optical fibers,
which always implement some unitary polarization rota-
tion. In Ref. [41] it was also pointed out that, by su-
perposing more than two trajectories, one can perfectly
compensate for any arbitrary noise.

C. Quantum-Control of Channel Order

The original source of inspiration for this architecture
is the quantum switch [7], a higher-order operation which
takes quantum gates and applies them in a quantum
superposition of alternative orders. Within quantum-
interferometry, a quantum-optical switch exploiting su-
perposition of trajectories in flat space-time has been pro-
posed [43–45], and experimentally demonstrated [17, 21–
27]. For two quantum operations, this is a quantum pro-
cess in which a particle is placed in a superposition of
two paths, each of which is routed through the two quan-
tum operations in alternative orders (see Fig. 1c)). This
scheme features all the necessary requirements for an ad-
vantage in quantum information processing over stan-
dard channels [25, 37], and it can be provably character-
ized as a causally-indefinite process [22–24, 46–49].

Applying the quantum switch to two copies of the
channel in Eq. (1), one finds that the output state is
[30]

1

2
|ψ〉I 〈ψ|I⊗|+〉T 〈+|T+

1

2
Z |ψ〉I 〈ψ|I Z⊗|−〉T 〈−|T . (5)

Analogously to the previous two examples, we will now
measure the trajectory in the {|+〉T , |−〉T} basis. If the
outcome is |+〉T, the state has been transmitted perfectly,
whereas if one finds |−〉T, a simple phase correction is
required to exactly restore the initial state.

The resources required to implement the quantum-
optical switch in the laboratory are relatively minimal, it
simply requires linear optical elements to route the pho-
ton through the two noisy channels in a superposition of
their orders. However, in order to be effective, this layout
requires the action of the two noisy channels on the pho-
ton to be suitably correlated both in space and time (as
in Fig. 3 of Ref. [40]). Instead, in standard communica-
tion networks [50], the noisy regions are usually localized
in space and fixed in time. Any such network would thus
require the photon to travel back toward the sender to
enter the second channel, and this scheme requires this
return trip to occur without traversing any further noisy
region (which could happen if the two channels introduce
noise in the direction from the sender to the receiver, but
not vice versa).

D. Comparison

In all of the three schemes above, a particle is placed
in a quantum superposition of two trajectories which are
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then routed through various devices and noisy communi-
cation channels. All three methods result in a coupling
of the internal state to the state of the trajectory, and
the two trajectories must maintain coherence in order to
show a communication advantage. (Practically, this is re-
quired since the trajectory is measured in a superposition
basis.)

This coupling to the trajectory DOF is a necessary
requirement to achieve any advantages. In the parallel
and indefinite order layouts the channels themselves or
the routing through their different orders give rise to the
coupling, whereas in the series scheme this coupling is
aided by the quantum-controlled operations. In light of
this, it has been proposed that the quantum-controlled
operations used in the superpositions of channels in series
(Fig. 1b)) should be considered as additional resources
(referred to as ‘encoding’, ‘decoding’ and ‘repeaters’ in
Refs. [31, 39]), as they can couple the internal DOF to the
trajectory independently of the choice of noisy channels.
However, these operations do not require any additional
resources beyond the transmission lines themselves (for
example, polarization rotations can arise from the mere
twisting of optical fibers, and are effectively unavoidable),
which are the same experimental resources used for the
other two schemes.

It was also noted that the number of noisy channels
traversed by the particle in each branch of the superposi-
tion differs between the three schemes [31, 38, 40, 51]: the
quantum-control of parallel channels contains only one
channel in each interferometer arm, whereas the other
two schemes contain two channels per arm. Clearly, when
the information carrier traverses more noisy channels, the
overall noise is higher. However, although the quantum-
control of channel order needs at least two channels to
create the required coupling between the trajectory and
the internal DOF, it is still able to overcome the addi-
tional noise caused by the multiple noisy channels. On
the other hand, when the channels are used in series
with quantum-controlled operations, no specific number
of noisy channels is actually required as the coupling
arises from quantum-controlled operations and not from
the channels themselves. Hence, this scheme can be im-
plemented with any number of channels. It is, therefore,
also easy to imagine adding quantum-controlled opera-
tions to either of the other two schemes, which could
result in further communication advantages. (As men-
tioned above, we do not study such combinations here in
order to focus on the physics of the individual schemes.)

Next, we will quantify the amount of quantum infor-
mation which can be transmitted using these various
schemes individually for different noise models. Over-
all, we find that, for all the types of noise considered, the
use of channels in series with quantum-controlled opera-
tions exceeds or equals the performance of the quantum-
control of parallel channels and quantum-control of chan-
nel order.

III. QUANTIFYING CHANNEL
PERFORMANCE

In order to rigorously compare the ability of the dif-
ferent schemes to transmit quantum information, an ex-
perimentally accessible figure of merit is necessary. The
quantum capacity Q(C) of a channel C is the number of
qubits that are transmitted for each use of that channel
[52, 53]. In general, this is a rather complex function that
can be difficult to even theoretically assess. However, it
is lower bounded by [52]:

Q(C) ≥ max
ρAB

Ic(C, ρAB), (6)

where Ic is the coherent information [54] of the channel
with respect to ρAB , which is defined as

Ic(C, ρAB) := S(ρ′B)− S(ρ′AB) , (7)

where ρAB is a bipartite state, ρ′AB := (IA ⊗ C)(ρAB)
is the output state obtained by applying channel C on
system B, ρ′B := TrA[ρ′AB ] is its marginal state, and
S(ρ) := −Tr[ρ log ρ] is the von Neumann entropy.

Let us briefly consider a few simple examples, assuming
a 2-qubit system, with ρAB set to a maximally-entangled
pure state. If the channel is unitary (i.e., noiseless), then
the initially pure state remains pure after the applica-
tion of the channel, thus S

(
C(ρ′AB)

)
= 0. However, since

ρAB is maximally entangled, tracing out the subsystem
A will leave the subsytem B in a maximally mixed one-
qubit state with entropy S

(
C(ρ′B)

)
= 1. Therefore the

coherent information of a unitary channel, with respect
to a maximally entangled probe state is 1. If, on the
other hand, the channel induces decoherence, the entan-
gled probe state will become mixed, and the second term
will increase: S

(
C(ρ′AB)

)
> 0. Because the first term

cannot be larger than 1, as decoherence is induced the
coherent information decreases. Ic(C, ρAB) is often max-
imized when ρAB is a maximally-entangled state (this
was proven to be the case for the quantum switch and a
specific noisy model in [29]). In any case, the evaluation
of Ic for any arbitrary state sets a lower bound for the
quantum capacity of the channel. Throughout the rest of
this manuscript, when we refer to the coherent informa-
tion, we do so with reference to a maximally-entangled
Bell state.

One could consider estimating Ic(C, ρAB) directly by
probing the channel with an entangled state [55]. In this
case, however, the trade-off is that this state will be more
prone to errors in the preparation phase (and such errors
are to be considered in addition to all the others already
mentioned). Thus, our experimental approach will be
to first perform quantum process tomography on the su-
perposition of communication channels. With the result-
ing estimate of the experimental channels, we will then
be able to compute Ic with ideal maximally-entangled
states, and will use this metric to quantify the perfor-
mance of the various schemes.
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In our experiment, we study single-qubit channels act-
ing on the polarization DOF, and equal superpositions
of trajectories. Since, as we have seen previously, the co-
herence between the two trajectories is crucial, both the
internal DOF and the trajectory must be fully character-
ized. In general, this requires two-qubit process tomogra-
phy on the path (trajectory) qubit and the polarization
qubit. Notice that the sender only ever encodes infor-
mation in the polarization DOF, whereas the receiver
must measure both the trajectory and the polarization
DOFs. Hence, this is effectively a 1-to-2 qubit chan-
nel. Because of this, performing full two-qubit process
tomography provides more information than is strictly
required.

IV. EXPERIMENT

Implementing Noisy Channels— In our experiment, we
encode and transmit information in the internal polariza-
tion DOF. We induce noise on this DOF using liquid crys-
tal waveplates (LCWP), which can rapidly implement
different polarization rotations to effectively decohere the
polarization state in a precise and controllable manner
[56]. The LCWP retardance can be changed between
0 rad and 2π rad in approximately 100 ms by varying
the applied voltage (see Section VII B for more details).
Using these fast LCWPs we can change the operations
on-the-fly to actively decohere the photon’s polarization,
in contrast to previous experiments wherein decoherence
was achieved by averaging the results during the data
analysis [25, 27]. Nevertheless, the two methods yield
the same results, so we will make use of both techniques
interchangeably. Physically, the noise models we study
can be understood as randomly applying one of four oper-
ations (I, X, Y , or Z). The probability of each operation
to occur defines the noisy channel.

Specifically, we implement four different noisy chan-
nels. The first is a generalization of the entanglement-
breaking channel CEB(ρ) discussed above. However, in
this general case, the X and Y operations are applied
with probability 1 − p and p, respectively (one recovers
the CEB(ρ) for p = 1/2):

CpXY (ρ) = (1− p)XρX + pY ρY. (8)

We also study the well-known bit-flip (BF) CpBF(ρ) and
phase-flip (PF) CpPF(ρ) (or dephasing) channels:

CpBF(ρ) = (1− p) ρ+ pXρX, (9a)

CpPF(ρ) = (1− p) ρ+ pZρZ, (9b)

respectively. Finally we study a depolarizing channel
CpBB84(ρ), known as the BB84-channel [57]:

CpBB84(ρ) = (1− p)2ρ+ (1− p) pXρX
+ (1− p) pZρZ + p2 Y ρY. (10)

For the BB84-channel, when the noise probability is p =
0.5 the channel is completely depolarizing, mapping any
input to the maximally-mixed state.

To realize a single channel we use two LCWPs. The
first LCWP’s optic axis is set to 0◦, and can thus im-
plement either Z or the identity operation by setting the
retardance to π rad or 0 rad, respectively. The second
LCWP’s optic axis is set to 22.5◦ to execute X or the
identity operation, again by setting the retardance to π
rad or 0 rad, respectively. When the first LCWP per-
forms Z and the second X, the net result is Y (up to
a phase). Hence, with these two LCWPs we are able to
carry out all four required unitary operations, and switch
between them in about 100 ms.

In light of this, a straightforward implementation
would be to generate a random number from some de-
fined distribution before a photon enters the channel, and
then to set the operations accordingly. However, the net
result is the same if we allow several photons to pass
through the channel for each coin flip, provided that we
average over a sufficiently large number of coin flips. This
is advantageous, as it allows us to increase the single-
photon count rate well above the switching speed of the
LCWPs. In our experiment, we employ two different
methods for the data acquisition. In the first, we change
the applied operation every second. Since our photon
rate (detected at the output, after the experiment) is of
the order of 3000 Hz, this means that approximately 3000
subsequent heralded photons experience the same uni-
tary operation (see Section VII C for more details). Our
Monte Carlo simulations show that, with these numbers,
100 seconds (and 100 different operations) per measure-
ment setting are sufficient to achieve a process fidelity
(i.e., the fidelity to achieve the desired noisy channel)
above 99% (for details, see Section VII D). In order to en-
sure an optimal implementation while maintaining a rea-
sonable duration of the data-taking procedure, we used
1000 different internal configurations for our experiment,
resulting in a fidelity of 99.98% per channel. In the sec-
ond technique, we simply take data for each input state
and each measurement setting with the LCWPs set to
implement a fixed unitary operation. We then weight
the data from these different configurations according to
the probability distribution of the desired noise model.
(This method was also demonstrated in [25, 37].)

Creating Superpositions of Trajectories— As shown in
Fig. 2, we experimentally create different superpositions
of trajectories by placing single photons in an equal quan-
tum superposition of paths using a 50/50 beamsplitter.
The single photons are generated with a standard type-
II down-conversion source described in Fig. 2d) and in
Section VII E. These two paths (trajectories) are then
routed through a series of LCWPs, which implement dif-
ferent noisy channels, in a parallel configuration (Panel
a)), in series (Panel b)), or in a quantum superposition
of the two alternative orders (Panel c)).

All three set-ups are realised through Mach-Zehnder
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Translation Stage

Liquid Crystal
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FIG. 2: Experimental Setup. a) Quantum-Control of Parallel Channels. After their polarization is set via a half
waveplate (HWP) and a quarter waveplate (QWP), single photons are injected into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. One
noisy channel is placed into each arm of the interferometer, and each channel is realized through two liquid crystal waveplates
(LCWP), the first positioned at 0◦ (to implement I or Z by changing the retardance), the second at 22.5◦ (I or X). By
means of a piezo-electric trombone delay line, the photon interfering on the second beamsplitter of the interferometer can be
projected onto the bases {|+〉T, |−〉T} or {|R〉T, |L〉T} of the trajectory. Finally, the photons’ polarization is measured through
a sequence of QWP, HWP and a polarizing beamsplitter. b) Channels in Series with Quantum-Controlled Operations.
As in the previous scheme, the photons are prepared in polarization via QWP and HWP and injected into a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. In this case, the two noisy channels are placed in the two superposed branches in series with the same order.
Also in this case, the channels are realized through LCWPs. Furthermore, before each noisy channel, additional unitary
operations are realized through sequences of QWP, HWP and QWP (before the first channel, the QWP, HWP and QWP are
placed in one branch of the trajectory only, whereas between the two channels the waveplates are in both branches, since we
only implement cases where U2 = U3). The rest of the setup is the same as in the previous case. c) Quantum-Control of
Channel Order. The preparation and measurement of the photons in polarization happens as in the previous schemes, as
well as the realization of the noisy channels, and the projection of the trajectory DOF. In this case, however, the Mach-Zehnder
interferometer is folded into two loops so that the photon can travel through the two channels in the two alternative orders in
each arm of the interferometer. d) Heralded single-photon source. We generate photon pairs using a type-II spontaneous-
parametric-down-conversion source. One photon is directly detected with an avalanche photodiode (upper arm), whereas the
other is coupled into an optical fiber and sent to one of the setups a), b) or c). The interferometers in setups a), b), and c)
all contain two compensation HWP at the beginning and at the end of the reflected arm, so as to compensate for the phase
shifts due to the reflection from the beamsplitter.

interferometers. In the first case (Fig. 2a)), one channel
is placed in each interferometer arm. In the second case
(Fig. 2b)), the channels are arranged in series in both
arms of the interferometer, and additional operations are
performed before each channel through waveplates. Fi-
nally, the third scheme (Fig. 2c)) is accomplished using
a folded Mach-Zehnder interferometer in which the two
channels appear in alternating order in each of the in-
terferometer’s arms. The setup presented in Fig. 2c)
represents a possible realization of a quantum-optical
switch wherein the system qubit is encoded in the po-
larization DOF, and the control qubit in the path DOF.
Other encodings for this type of process have been pro-
posed [44, 58] and experimentally demonstrated [24, 26].

Regardless of the detailed implementation, all proposals
to implement a quantum-optical switch use one DOF to
route a photon through channels in different orders, while
the channels act on some other DOF.

In order to perform quantum process tomography to
extract the coherent information, we must prepare a
tomographically-complete set of input states, and mea-
sure in a tomographically-complete number of different
bases. In brief, we use waveplates before the first beam-
splitter to prepare the state of the polarization qubit
in either |0〉I, |+〉I, |R〉I, or |L〉I (where |R〉I = (|0〉I −
i |1〉I)/

√
2, |L〉I = (|0〉I + i |1〉I)/

√
2), and waveplates and

polarizing beamsplitters after the second beamsplitter to
measure in all bases (i.e., {|0〉I , |1〉I}, {|+〉I , |−〉I}, and
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{|R〉I , |L〉I}). In our experiment, we set the state of the
path DOF to |+〉T, |−〉T, |R〉T, or |L〉T by varying the
relative phase of the paths after the first beamsplitter
using a pair of mirrors placed on a trombone-delay stage
controlled by a piezo-electric actuator. To prepare the
state to |0〉T or |1〉T, we simply block one or the other
path. We measure the path DOF analogously, by setting
the different phases, or blocking one of the two paths.
The full details of our process tomography protocol are
presented in Section VII F.

V. RESULTS

XY-Channel— Below, we present our results for the
three combinations of the noisy channels described in
equations (8)–(10). We will first consider two copies of
the XY -channel (Eq. (8)). In Section II, we observed that
when p = 0.5 both the channels in series with quantum-
controlled operations and the quantum-control of channel
order (with U1 = Y , U2 = U3 = I) are able to transmit
quantum information perfectly. Below, we observe that
such a perfect ‘activation’ (in our case, the term refers to
a combination of two noisy channels which enables one
to communicate through such a combination with less
noise than either individually) is verified for all values
of p. In fact, the purple and brown lines in Fig. 3 show
the coherent information for two XY -channels combined
in series and in indefinite order, respectively. For both
of these situations, the theoretical coherent information
is equal to 1 for all p, meaning that one qubit per use
can be transferred. In the same plot, our experimental
data are presented as squares (for the quantum-control
of parallel channels), circles (for the channels in series
with quantum-controlled operations) and crosses (for the
quantum-control of channel order) with matching colors.
The dominant source of the statistical errors is the un-
certainty in determining the initial states for the process
tomography. (In fact, the input states were prepared
and characterized at the output of the source, but they
were then sent to each experiment via 3m long optical
fibers, which introduced additional noise.) This uncer-
tainty leads to the error bars on all the data sets pre-
sented in Figs. 3–5 (see Section VII C for more details
on error estimation). Nevertheless, all plots display a
good agreement between experiment and theory. As ex-
pected, the experimentally measured coherent informa-
tion is slightly lower than that predicted theoretically.
This offset is mainly due to the following systematic er-
rors: i. the imperfect visibility when the two trajecto-
ries are recombined on the second beamsplitter, ii. phase
drifts which can occur during the experimental runs, and
iii. slight calibration errors in the LCWPs implementing
the channels and the waveplates used for state prepa-
ration and measurement. These systematic effects are
not included in the calculation of our experimental er-
rors. Full details of the measurement procedure, includ-
ing photon count rates and measurement times, as well
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FIG. 3: Experimental XY -Channel noise data. The
theoretical trends associated with the channels in series with
quantum-controlled operations and the quantum-control of
channel order show full activation. The experimental data
do not perfectly match the theoretical trends because, for
p = 0.5, the channel produces an equal mixture of X- and
Y -operations, and such case can be experimentally realised
with a lower fidelity than the one in which only one of the
two operations is performed (i.e., when p = 0 or 1). It follows
that, in the central region, the experimental data are further
apart from the theoretical trend than they are on the upper
end. The quantum-control of parallel channels does not allow
full activation, and thus it is positioned below the previous
two trends. In this case, the experimental data are closer to
the theoretical expectation. The reason of the higher agree-
ment is that, in the case of the disposition of noisy channels
in parallel, only one channel is present in each branch of the
interferometer. As a consequence, the experimental imperfec-
tions affecting each branch are smaller than in the dispositions
of channels in series and in indefinite order. Finally, the co-
herent information associated to only one XY -channel is the-
oretically lower than all the other layouts. A detailed analysis
of the error estimation and the systematic error is provided
in Section VII C. The labels ‘QC-//-channels’, ‘Series w/ QC-
ops.’ and ‘QC-order’ stand for ‘quantum-control of parallel
channels’, ‘channels in series with quantum-controlled oper-
ations’ and ‘quantum-control of channel order’, respectively.
The same labels will be used in all plots.

as the statistical and systematic errors affecting the data
are presented in Section VII C.

The orange data set reported in Fig. 3 corresponds to
the coherent information when the two XY -channels are
used in a quantum-controlled superposition. In Section
II, we illustrated that, when p = 0.5, the output still dis-
plays a partial dependence on the input state. However,
calculating the coherent information reveals that this is
not sufficient to transmit a single qubit per use (i.e., the
coherent information is less than 1). Nevertheless, the or-
ange curve indicates that quantum information can still
be transmitted, although not a the maximum rate.

The turquoise curve in Fig. 3 represents the coher-
ent information of a single trajectory traversing a sin-
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FIG. 4: Experimental BF- and PF-noise data. The ex-
perimental data of quantum-control of parallel channels and
the quantum-control of channel order are in good agreement
with the theoretical trends. Conversely, the configuration
of the channels in series with quantum-controlled operations
shows a constant offset between the experimental data and
the expected theoretical trend. This discrepancy is due to
the fact that, in this case, all the liquid crystals are arranged
in series, with the additional presence of waveplates realiz-
ing a Hadamard gate, and hence this configuration is the one
that exhibits the greatest amount of experimental imperfec-
tions along each path. In spite of this, for most values of p
the coherent information that can be achieved with the se-
ries configuration is still above all others by several standard
deviations.

gle copy of the channel, which is 1 − H(p), where
H(p) = −p log(p) − (1 − p) log(1 − p) is the Shannon
entropy. (The shaded area underneath represents the re-
gion within which any activation by either channel layout
is less effective than directly using one of the noisy chan-
nels.) Because in our experiment we assume that the
noise strengths p of the two channels are always identi-
cal, using the channels in a classical mixture, as depicted
in Fig 1d), will also result in the capacity of a single use
of the channel. If a single trajectory was sent through
two copies of the channel in a row, the coherent infor-
mation would be even lower, since the second channel
would further decohere the polarization state. We see in
this first case that for all values of the noise parameter p,
all three superposition methods transmit more quantum
information than only using a single-trajectory.

Bit-Flip and Phase-Flip Channels— Ref. [29] showed
that a quantum superposition of the causal order of a bit-
flip and a phase-flip channel can transmit more quantum
information than the amount which can travel through
each channel individually. (Referring to Fig. 1, this cor-
responds to replacing channel 1 with the bit-flip chan-
nel (Eq. (9a)), and channel 2 with the phase-flip channel
(Eq. (9b)). Note that, contrary to the other cases, here
we consider two different types of noisy channels C1, C2,

rather than two copies of the same channel). In light
of this, Ref. [41] pointed out that this idea can also be
applied when the noisy channels are placed in series, pro-
vided that one allows quantum-controlled operations be-
fore and between them, and that this trick allows one to
transmit quantum information perfectly (when U1 = Y ,
U2 = U3 = H, where H is the Hadamard operation).

We experimentally confirm the predictions of Refs. [29,
41] in Fig. 4. There, we see that, regardless of the noise
strength, the channels in series with quantum-controlled
operations can, in theory, perfectly transmit quantum
information (i.e., the purple line is equal to 1). Our ex-
perimental data (purple circles) confirm this, although
they do show a slight offset due to the systematic errors
discussed above. In this case, the quantum-control of
channel order (brown curve for theory, and crosses for ex-
periment) does not work as well. Nonetheless, we do find
that for a range of p it outperforms the single use value
1−H(p). For this choice of noisy channels, the quantum-
control of parallel channels (orange curve) can transmit
more information than their quantum-controlled order.
For a large range of p, it is larger than the value achiev-
able through the quantum-control of channel order, and
the slight theoretical advantage of this latter over the
quantum-control of parallel channels for large enough val-
ues of p is not observable in our experimental data.

For a fair comparison, we mention that changing the
quantum-controlled operations Ui depending on the type
of noise could be regarded as an additional resource. In
fact, setting the optimal quantum-controlled operations
requires one to characterize the noise prior to using the
channels. In Section VII G, we compare the performance
of the channels in series with quantum-controlled oper-
ations for the same unitaries that we use for the XY -
and BB84-channels (namely, for U1 = Y , U2 = U3 = I).
There, we observe that setting U2 = U3 = I results in a
performance that is comparable to that of the quantum-
control of channel order, and which still outperforms the
single-use capacity. In doing so, the quantum-controlled
operations remain fixed in this configuration indepen-
dently of the type of noise.

BB84-Channel— As a final example, we consider
two copies of the depolarizing BB84-channel (Eq. (10)).
These results are shown in Fig. 5. Also in this case,
the channels in series with quantum-controlled opera-
tions (this time with U1 = Y , U2 = U3 = I), shown
in purple, achieves the largest enhancement. While with
only two trajectories it is not possible to perfectly trans-
mit quantum information through these noisy channels,
Ref. [41] showed that with additional trajectories any
type of noise can be perfectly corrected with the quantum
superposition of channels in series. The quantum-control
of channel order in this case outperforms both the single-
use coherent information (1 − 2H(p)) and the coherent
information of the quantum-control of parallel channels.

These three examples show that, depending on the
type of noise, different superpositions of channels can
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FIG. 5: Experimental BB84-channel noise data. As in
the previous plots, the continuous lines show the expected the-
oretical trends, while the squares, circles and crosses represent
the experimental data corresponding to the quantum-control
of parallel channels, the channels in series with quantum-
controlled operations, and the quantum-control of channel
order, respectively. All the experimental data are in high
agreement with the expected theoretical trends.

lead to the ability to transmit different amounts of quan-
tum information. In all the cases we investigated here
(wherein the schemes are used individually), even in the
presence of experimental imperfections, using the chan-
nels in series with quantum-controlled operations appears
to be the best candidate to evade the effects of the noise.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this work, we experimentally explored how the
degradation of quantum information due to its propa-
gation through noisy channels can be mitigated, and in
several cases fully suppressed. This was achieved by send-
ing quantum information carriers through a pair of noisy
channels in various superpositions of trajectories. In par-
ticular, we studied three types of schemes: the quantum-
control of parallel noisy channels, channels in series with
quantum-controlled operations, and the quantum-control
of channel order.

All of these schemes bear much in common with er-
ror filtration [5]. More recently, this has been refined
in a number of theoretical works [28–31, 33–36, 38, 39,
41, 51, 59], tied into the concept of indefinite causal or-
ders. While enhanced communication based on an indef-
inite causal order has been experimentally demonstrated
[25, 37], an experimental study comparing different su-
perpositions of trajectories in presence of various types
of noise has been lacking. Our work is aimed at bridging
this gap, by suggesting common ground based on the ex-
perimental resources that each of the analysed schemes
requires.

Our results suggest that, in most quantum-optical
communication scenarios, creating a superposition of
trajectories through channels in series with quantum-
controlled operations should lead to the largest noise re-
duction. One can easily imagine characterizing the error
introduced in various communication channels, and from
there setting the unitary operations accordingly. More-
over, Ref. [41] illustrated that these types of schemes can
be extended to superpositions of more than two trajecto-
ries to achieve complete error cancellation for any type of
noise. We have shown experimentally that with only two
trajectories it is already possible to completely cancel (af-
ter accounting for experimental errors) all the noise aris-
ing from two out of the three types of noisy channels we
considered. Furthermore, the quantum-controlled opera-
tions could also be introduced in the other two schemes
and, potentially, they could match the performance of
the layout with channels in series.

The large experimental communication enhancements
presented here highlight the practical relevance of ex-
tending the quantum communication paradigm to scenar-
ios in which not only the information carriers, but also
the trajectories along which they propagate are quan-
tum. We expect that the relative ease of implementa-
tion of these schemes will enable them to be readily put
into practice for the noise-reduction of real-world long-
distance quantum communication applications.
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VII. METHODS

A. Case Study: Activation of the EB-Channels in
the three Layouts

In this section, we briefly evaluate the output state of
the three superposition techniques for the noisy channel
described by Eq. (1). We carry out our study by inter-
preting the action of the two channels as follows. Each
channel randomly applies either X or Y with probability
1/2. Hence, the ‘internal configuration’ of the super-
position can be understood as either i. both channels 1
and 2 implement X, ii. channel 1 implements X, while
channel 2 implements Y , iii. channel 1 implements Y ,
whereas channel 2 implements X, or iv. both channels 1
and 2 implement Y . The final output state will then be a
mixture of the output states in these four configurations,
each with probability 1/4.

Throughout this section, we will assume that the input
state is |ψ〉I |+〉T, where |ψ〉 = α |0〉 + β |1〉, and I (T )
labels the internal (trajectory) DOF.

Quantum-Control of Parallel Channels— In this
scheme, one noisy channel is placed in each trajectory.
The action of the two channels in parallel can be inter-
preted as creating a mixture of the following four unnor-
malised states at the output:

X |ψ〉I |0〉T +X |ψ〉I |1〉T (11a)

X |ψ〉I |0〉T + Y |ψ〉I |1〉T (11b)

Y |ψ〉I |0〉T +X |ψ〉I |1〉T (11c)

Y |ψ〉I |0〉T + Y |ψ〉I |1〉T , (11d)

where the four states correspond to internal configura-
tions of X −X, X −Y , Y −X, and Y −Y , for channel 1
and channel 2, respectively. These states can be rewrit-
ten (up to further normalisation) as:

X |ψ〉I |+〉T (12a)

(X |ψ〉I + Y |ψ〉I) |+〉T + (X |ψ〉I − Y |ψ〉I) |−〉T (12b)

(X |ψ〉I + Y |ψ〉I) |+〉T − (X |ψ〉I − Y |ψ〉I) |−〉T (12c)

Y |ψ〉I |+〉T . (12d)

Now, measuring the trajectory DOF in the {|+〉T , |−〉T}
basis and obtaining |−〉T (which happens with probabil-
ity 1/4) projects the internal DOF into X |ψ〉I − Y |ψ〉I,
which can be rewritten (after renormalisation and up to

an irrelevant global phase) as in Eq. (3). This is a pure
state, which implies that some ability to transmit quan-
tum information has been restored in post-selection. If,
on the other hand, one obtains the result |+〉T (with
probability 3/4), it is straightforward to show that the
internal DOF is projected in the mixed state described
by Eq. (4).

In the recent papers on superpositions of trajectories
[38, 39], it was shown that the output of a quantum-
controlled superposition of two channels depends on ad-
ditional parameters related to the physical realisation of
the channels (‘transformation matrices’ in [38] and ‘vac-
uum amplitudes’ in [39]). In our scheme, these addi-
tional parameters reduce to the relative phase between
the vacuum and the single-photon subspace of the uni-
tary operations (e.g., the Pauli-X and -Y from above,
with transformation matrix T = (X + Y )/2). More
precisely, the vacuum extension of a qubit unitary U is
U ′ = eiφ |vacuum〉 〈vacuum| + U , where U acts in the
single-photon subspace. In the calculation above, the
phase is implicitly set to zero, which is in agreement with
our experiment.

Channels in Series with Quantum-Controlled
Operations— Let us now consider the action of the
superposition of trajectories in series with the quantum-
controlled operations (Fig. 1b)), with U1 = Y , U2 = I,
U3 = I. In this case, the input state is transformed into
(|ψ〉I |0〉T + Y |ψ〉I |1〉T)/

√
2 before interacting with the

noisy channels.
Again, we can compute the four effective unnormalised

states which arise from the different internal configura-
tions of the noisy channels:

XX |ψ〉I |0〉T +XXY |ψ〉I |1〉T (13a)

Y X |ψ〉I |0〉T + Y XY |ψ〉I |1〉T (13b)

XY |ψ〉I |0〉T +XY Y |ψ〉I |1〉T (13c)

Y Y |ψ〉I |0〉T + Y Y Y |ψ〉I |1〉T . (13d)

The order of the above states refers to internal configu-
rations X −X, X − Y , Y −X, and Y − Y . These states
can be rewritten (up to phases) as:

|0〉I |ψ
′〉T + i |1〉IX |ψ

′〉T (14a)

|0〉I |ψ
′〉T − i |1〉IX |ψ

′〉T (14b)

|0〉I |ψ
′〉T − i |1〉IX |ψ

′〉T (14c)

|0〉I |ψ
′〉T + i |1〉IX |ψ

′〉T , (14d)

where |ψ′〉 = α |0〉 − iβ |1〉. As a result, we see that
measuring the internal DOF in the computational ba-
sis {|0〉I , |1〉I} projects the trajectory into either |ψ′〉T
or X |ψ′〉T, upon obtaining outcomes |0〉I or |1〉I, re-
spectively (each with equal probabilities). Both of
these states can be unitarily corrected, allowing one to
achieve perfect quantum information transfer through
these channels. (Even though here, for simplicity, we
restricted ourselves to the case p = 1/2, the same rea-
soning applies whatever the mixing probability p in the
definition of the channels, Eq. (8)).
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FIG. 6: Experimental characterization of a liquid crys-
tal waveplate (LCWP) at 0◦. Since the crystal is posi-
tioned at 0◦, it will be able to switch from an identity opera-
tion to a Pauli-Z. To characterize the voltage corresponding
to a Pauli-Z, we send through it photons in the polarization
basis {|±〉 = (|0〉 ± |1〉)/

√
2}, and we measure for which volt-

age the population inversion occurs. The estimated errors are
Poissonian.

Quantum-Control of Channel Order— For this scheme,
we make use of the fact that the output of the quantum
switch for unitary operations A and B is

1

2
{A,B} |ψ〉I |+〉T −

1

2
[A,B] |ψ〉I |−〉T , (15)

where [A,B] is the commutator of A and B, and {A,B}
is their anti-commutator. It is then easy to notice that
the four output states (up to phases) are

|ψ〉I |+〉T (16a)

Z |ψ〉I |−〉T (16b)

Z |ψ〉I |−〉T (16c)

|ψ〉I |+〉T . (16d)

Again, the order of the above states refers to the internal
configurations X −X, X − Y , Y −X, and Y − Y . This
leads to the mixture described by Eq. (5), and it implies
that measuring the trajectory in the {|+〉T , |−〉T} ba-
sis projects the internal DOF into either |ψ〉I, or Z |ψ〉I.
(As above, the same reasoning also applies whatever the
mixing probability p in Eq. (8).)

B. Liquid Crystals Characterization

In essence, a liquid crystal waveplate (LCWP) can
be understood as a standard crystalline retarder whose
amount of retardance can be continuously varied by ap-
plying a voltage. Fig. 6 shows the characterization of one
of our LCWPs. In our experiment, we used Meadowlark

Liquid Crystal Variable Retarders. Their beam deviation
is estimated to 2 arc min, their reflectance (per surface)
is 0.5%, and their surface quality is 40-20 scratch and
dig.

C. Data Acquisition and Error Estimation

Below, we briefly outline the details of the data acqui-
sition and the error estimation in our experiment.

As discussed above, we followed two methods to exper-
imentally construct of the noisy channels. In the first,
we realized the noise within each channel by generat-
ing random numbers in the range [0, 1]. Based on this
number, and on the type of noise we wanted to realize
(Eqs. (8)–(10)), we assigned a unitary operation from the
set {I, X, Y, Z}. In order to ensure a high fidelity of the
noise channel (> 99%), we repeated this procedure 1000
times, measuring each configuration for 1s, and integrat-
ing the data taking procedure over these 1000 runs. In
the second method, we measured all the possible com-
binations of unitary operations between the two noisy
channels 1 and 2, and we then created the desired noise
during our data analysis, following the procedure pro-
posed in Ref. [25]. The first method was used to create
the noisy channels in the indefinite order channel layout,
while the second method was used for all other layouts.
We did not observe any significant difference in the per-
formance of the two methods (provided that we applied
enough random unitary operations, see Section VII D).
However, the first method required several days of mea-
surement, the second less than an hour. Since full QPT
was not required for the indefinite order arrangement, we
only used the first method for these data, and used the
second method for all of the remaining channel configu-
rations.

We collect ≈ 23000 entangled photon pairs per sec-
ond directly from our source. Of these pairs, we selected
only one separable polarization component (i.e., |H,V 〉),
halving the count rate. Finally, the photons were sent
through optical fibers to the different experiments. Be-
cause of experimental imperfections due to the non-zero
reflectivity of the various optical elements, the non-ideal
fiber coupling, and the optical fiber’s losses (the distance
to travel in optical fiber between the source and the var-
ious experiments is about 3m), approximately 3000 pho-
tons per second were detected at the end of the experi-
ment.

Finally, because of the long measurement times (par-
ticularly, in the case of the physical implementation of
the noise in the channels), we observed phase drifts in
the two arms of the interferometer. In order to correct
these drifts, so as to ensure that we always prepared and
projected the desired path qubit states, we actively sta-
bilized the interferometer by means of the delay line con-
trolled by a piezo-actuator. We measured and reset the
phase every 20 minutes (which, according to our tests,
ensured phase drifts below 1%). Given these count rates,
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it follows that we measured about 3 × 106 photons for
each internal configuration in case of physical implemen-
tation of the noisy channels, and about 3000 counts for
each internal configuration in case of implementation of
the noisy channels during data analysis.

The aforementioned imperfections in the path qubit
had various consequences in our experiment. First, the
phase drift on this qubit caused an uncertainty on the
input state, since the phase of the path qubit can fluc-
tuate over time. Moreover, if the phase drifts during the
experiment, the purity of the input state can be reduced.
In light of this, and of the high number of accumulated
counts, the main statistical error in our experiment was
related to the input state used for QPT. Therefore, to cal-
culate all our experimental error bars, we determined the
input state as follows. We performed quantum tomogra-
phy of the quantum state directly on the path and po-
larization qubits in absence of ‘internal operations’ (i.e.,
setting to identity all the optical components meant to
implement the noisy channels later on). We then ob-
served the variation of this state as a function of time,
and used this variation to analyze our data for a ‘worst-
case’ state, a ‘best-case’ state, and a ‘most-likely’ state.
This spread in the input states led to the error bars and
the data-points presented in all of our experimental data.

The second main cause of experimental errors in the
path qubit arises from the imperfect visibility of the
Mach-Zehnder interferometers used to measure it. This
reduced visibility, ≈ 0.93 − 0.96 (depending on the
amount of optical elements in each interferometer arm)
essentially corresponds to a slight loss of coherence in the
two trajectories and, therefore, to a decrease in the abil-
ity of the trajectories to restore quantum information.
This leads to a systematic offset in our data. Likewise, a
slight miscalibration of our waveplates and liquid crystal
waveplates may have occurred, this would lead to fur-
ther systematic errors. These systematic errors have not
been included in our error bar calculation. We note, in
particular, that a considerably reduced visibility of the
interferometer may constitute the greatest experimental
challenge in the application of our techniques to real-
world quantum communication.

D. Fidelity of Channel Implementation

As described in the main text, we implemented the
noisy channels in two different ways. In this section, we
will discuss the first method, wherein we randomly apply
either a Pauli-X, -Y , -Z or the identity operation for
one second of our data acquisition time. The probability
of each operation is given by the type of noisy channel
we wish to implement (i.e., by one of Eqs. (8)–(10)).
The natural question is how many operations must we
average over to ensure a faithful implementation of the
noisy channels.

To answer this, we used Monte Carlo simulations to
study the average ‘process fidelity’ Fav as a function of
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FIG. 7: Monte Carlo simulation of the BB84-channel
with p = 0.5. A plot of the average process infidelity between
the ideal process and the simulated process versus the number
of applied operations used to simulate the noisy channel. The
infidelity is defined as 1−Fav, where Fav is the fidelity. Hence,
smaller infidelities indicate a higher degree of agreement.

the number of applied operations. We computed the
average process fidelity (defined in Ref. [60]) by i. ran-
domly generating 10000 single qubit states from the Haar
measure, ii. computing the ideal output state ρid using
Eqs. (8)–(10), iii. simulating the output by applying N
randomly chosen operations ρsim, and then iv. computing
the average fidelity between ρid and ρsim for all N input
states. Already for N = 25, the average process fidelity
is larger than 0.99. As an example, a plot of the average
‘process infidelity’ (1 − Fav) for the BB84-channel with
p = 0.5 is shown in Fig. 7. (For the infidelity, a value of
0 indicates a perfect implementation.) We chose this as
a representative example since the BB84-channel takes a
slightly longer time to converge than all the others (this
is because the BB84-process randomly applies one of the
4 operations, while all the others only choose among 2
operations). So, the case shown in Fig. 7 represents the
worst case among all the ones studied. Nevertheless, even
such a channel converges to the ideal noisy channel quite
rapidly with N . Finally, since we always implement two
channels simultaneously, we apply 1000 different opera-
tions, which is far beyond this limit.

E. Single-Photon Source

A CW laser centered at 392nm emits the pump beam
for a source producing single photons through a process
of type-II spontaneous-parametric-down-conversion. The
pump beam traverses a focusing lens with f = 12.5cm,
and then reaches, at the proper distance, a 3mm-thick
beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal. Within the crystal,
single photons are generated at a wavelength centred
at 784nm. To compensate for the spatial and tempo-
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ral walk-off of the resulting single photon pairs, they are
sent each through a BBO crystal of 1.5mm thickness.
They are finally filtered in polarization through a long-
pass filter, and a bandpass filter centered at 785nm with
a full-weight-half-maximum of 10nm. The photon pairs
rate is 23000/s with a pump power of 85mW.

F. Quantum Process Tomography

Our experimental measurements consist, in general,
of performing two-qubit quantum process tomography
(QPT) on a path and a polarization qubit. Basically,
QPT requires two steps, i. preparing the system in a
tomographically-complete set of states before the pro-
cess, and ii. measuring the system in a complete basis
set after the process. For the polarization qubit, this is
relatively straightforward. In fact, in all of three super-
position methods outlined in Fig. 2, the photons enter
the experiment in a single path. At this point a QWP
and a HWP are inserted, which allow us to prepare any
single-qubit polarization state. After this, the path qubit
is prepared by a 50/50 beamsplitter in a quantum su-
perposition of two paths. After the noisy channels, the
paths are recombined by another 50/50 beamsplitter. On
each of the output paths we place a QWP, a HWP and
a polarizing beamsplitter to implement the polarization
measurements. Although they are physically different el-
ements, we ensure that the waveplates in each output
arm are always set to the same angle, and hence perform
the same measurement.

Even though, in all of the communication schemes pre-
sented in the main text, the trajectory is simply ini-
tialized in an equal superposition (i.e., the path qubit
starts out in |+〉T), one must prepare this qubit in a
complete set of states in order to perform QPT. In order
to change the input state of the path qubit between |+〉T,

|R〉T =
(
|0〉T−i |1〉T

)
/
√

2, and |L〉T =
(
|0〉T+i |1〉T

)
/
√

2,
we set the relative phase between the two trajectories af-
ter the first beamsplitter using a delay stage mounted on
a calibrated piezo-actuator. We can also easily prepare
|0〉T and |1〉T by blocking either path. Analogously, we
measure the path qubit in two different ways. To mea-
sure in {|+〉T , |−〉T}, or {|R〉T , |L〉T}, we suitably set the
relative phase between the two paths before recombining
them at the second beamsplitter. We use the same de-
lay stage to both set the phase of the path state, and to
measure it in {|+〉T , |−〉T}, or {|R〉T , |L〉T}. This can be
done by adding the required phase for state preparation
and subtracting the phase for state measurement. Such a
phase is then converted into a path delay and sent to the
piezo-actuated delay stage. To measure in the {|0〉 , |1〉}
basis, we block either path before the 50/50 beamsplit-
ter, and we then sum the counts from the two paths after
the beamsplitter.

To collect a complete set of data, we prepare the
path qubit in {|0〉T , |+〉T , |R〉T , |L〉T}, and for each
of these path states we prepare the polarization qubit

in {|0〉I , |+〉I , |R〉I , |L〉I}, for a total of 16 input
states. We then measure each of these 16 two-qubit
states by setting 9 different two-qubit basis settings:{
|0, 0〉 , |0,+〉 , |0, R〉 , |+, 0〉 , |+,+〉 , |+, R〉 , |R, 0〉 , |R,+〉 ,
|R,R〉

}
I,T

. However, for each measurement setting we

measure all four outcomes. For example, when the
measurement is set to |0, 0〉I,T, we obtain the projections

onto |0, 0〉I,T, |0, 1〉I,T, |1, 0〉I,T, and |1, 1〉I,T. This yields
36 different measurement results for each of the 16 input
states, providing an over-complete data set, on which we
perform a least-squares QPT routine.

Equipped with this mathematical description of our
experimental channel, we can compute the action of our
experiment on one qubit of a maximally-entangled Bell
state when the path qubit is set to |+〉T. From this, we
evaluate the coherent information (Eq. (7)). Fixing the
state of the path qubit in this manner results in the coher-
ent information of the effective one-to-two-qubit channel.

We carry out this method based on full QPT for the
cases of quantum-control of parallel channels and chan-
nels in series with quantum-controlled operations, but for
the quantum-control of channel order we can make a sim-
plification to lower bound the coherent information which
saves significant measurement time. For these data, we
only prepare the path state |+〉T, and then measure it in
the {|+〉T , |−〉T} basis, as described above. With these
measurements, we lower bound the coherent informa-
tion in our channels as follows. We first reconstruct two
single-qubit χ-matrices for the target systems, χ|+〉 and
χ|−〉, using single-qubit process tomography on the polar-
ization qubit. In particular, χ|+〉 is the single-qubit effec-
tive process that the information qubit experiences when
the trajectory measurement results is |+〉T, whereas χ|−〉

is the effective process when the trajectory measurement
outcome is |−〉T

Next, we compute the action of the one-qubit χ-matrix
on a maximally-entangled Bell state, to evaluate the

two values of the coherent information I |+〉c and I |−〉c

in Eq. (7). Afterwards, we simply calculate their av-
erage, with each term weighted by their respective post-
selection probabilities p|+〉 and p|−〉:

ILBc = p|+〉I |+〉c + p|−〉I |−〉c . (17)

In general, ILBc sets a lower bound on Ic because of the
data processing inequality for coherent information [54,
61]. Furthermore, in absence of additional errors, it can
be shown that ILBc = Ic in the case of the quantum
switch.

G. Fixing the Quantum-Controlled Operations
Independently of the Noise

In some cases, for instance in a rapidly-varying noise
environment, it may be impossible to estimate the type
of noise and adapt the quantum-controlled operations ac-
cordingly. In these situations, one would need to fix such
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FIG. 8: Experimental BF- and PF-noise data for sub-
optimal quantum-controlled operations. The trend of
the scheme featuring the channels in series with quantum-
controlled operations (Series w/ QC-ops.) performs worse
than the quantum-control of channel order (QC-order) for all
p ≥ 0.67, but better than the quantum-control of parallel
channels (QC-//-channels) for p ≥ 0.84. The experimental
data for the sub-optimal choice of Series w/ QC-ops. is in
good agreement with the expected trend.

operations independently of the noise. For our noise vari-
eties, the operations U2 and U3 were set to I in the cases
of the XY - and BB84-channels, and to H for the BF-and-
PF case, whereas U1 = Y in all three cases. If we were
to keep the same quantum-controlled operations in the
BF-and-PF case as in the XY and BB84 cases, the effi-
ciency of the scheme would be reduced, and the channel
activation due to the channels in series with quantum-
controlled operations would result comparable to that of
the two other schemes (i.e., the quantum-control of paral-
lel channels, and the quantum-control of channel order).
The theoretical trend and the experimental data points
corresponding to this case are shown on Fig. 8. Colors
and data points shapes are the same as in Figs. 3–5.
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